bottom ring is a standard setup of a contiguous grey ring on a half light and half dark grey background, but here the ring is thinner than the typical ring used to illustrate Koffka's effect. In this case, interestingly, the contiguous ring appears to be colored two shades of grey-the right half on the lighter grey background being darker than the left half on the darker grey background. The middle ring of Fig. 2, an intermediate thickness contiguous ring, again appears to be of two colors like the bottom ring. Finally, remarkably, upon now looking at the top ring, one of the thickness used to demonstrate Koffka's effect in Fig. 1 , now too appears to be split colored. This hysteresis of the perception of the ring as heterogeneous is also seen in Fig. 3 moving from panels right to left and bottom to top.
More than 70 years ago Gestalt psychologist Kurt Koffka described a fascinating effect 1, 2 : When a contiguous grey ring is placed on a background half of one shade of grey (different from the ring) and half of another shade of grey, the ring appears to be a homogenous. However, if the ring is slightly divided, now the two halves of the ring appear different shades of grey with the half of the ring on the darker background appearing lighter than the half of the ring on the darker background.
The Gestalt principle of continuity in visual perception is invoked to explain this effect. Here we show that in fact when the ring is made thinner it appears heterogeneous even when contiguous. Furthermore, when viewing a thick ring after first viewing a thin ring, the thick ring now too appears heterogenous! These effects are also demonstrated with a colored background and backgrounds with more than two regions. We show that standard simultaneous brightness and color contrast weaken with larger test patches. Thus, Koffka's ring effect is due to vanishingly weak simultaneous contrast for a sufficiently thick ring, not continuity.
The standard version of the effect is given in Fig. 1 . In the left panel notice that the ring appears to be a homogeneous color, while in the right panel even the slightest separation between the halves of the rings causes the left half of the ring to appear lighter than the right half of the ring, even though the two greys are physically identical. The half of the ring on the darker background appears lighter than the half of the ring on the lighter background consistent with standard contrast effects. (We have found that some people can see some heterogeneity of the solid ring, but significantly weaker than for the divided ring and also with a much less sharp boundary.) Our main result is given in Fig. 2 . The bottom ring is a standard setup of a contiguous grey ring on a half light and half dark grey background, but here the ring is thinner than the typical ring used to illustrate Koffka's effect. In this case, interestingly, the contiguous ring appears to be colored two shades of grey-the right half on the lighter grey background being darker than the left half on the darker grey background. The middle ring of Fig. 2 , an intermediate thickness contiguous
ring, again appears to be of two colors like the bottom ring. Finally, remarkably, upon now looking at the top ring, one of the thickness used to demonstrate Koffka's effect in Why does the standard sized contiguous ring appear a homogenous color? Our thinking was that the ring typically used to demonstrate Koffka's effect was sufficiently thick that simultaneous brightness would be too weak to be appreciated. Indeed, as shown in Fig. 6 that typical simultaneous brightness and color contrast displays that weaken with increasing width of the test patch. Why does a thick ring that is slightly divided appear heterogeneous? The sharp boundary edge must be strongly respected by the neural mechanisms of simultaneous contrast. The explanation for the hysteresis/persistence effect we have found of viewing a thin ring as being heterogeneous and then the thick ring appearing heterogeneous as well is not yet completely clear, but we have found some properties of the effect. First, the appearance of heterogeneity of the thick ring fades significantly after some seconds. Also, shown in Fig. 7 the hysteresis effect is not just an afterimage effect. Finally, the hysteresis is occurring at a level higher than the retina, as The thick ring appears divided at the border of the two colors of the background, not at the cord location dividing a given thin inducing ring.
